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BelgiqueBâlgarijaČeskoDanmarkDeutschlandEestiÉireEllásEspañaFrance
HrvatskaÍslandIsraelItaliaLatvijaLietuvaMagyarországMoldovaNederland (nederlands)Norge
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We create the temperature that you need
 
Isotherm and Isotemp products offer a unique value proposition in the marine refrigeration markets. Developed by Indel Webasto Marine, the worldwide marine refrigeration leader, they combine an unrivaled choice of customizable high quality products, designed for the tough marine conditions, together with a long tradition of innovative concepts for low electrical energy consumption on board.
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 Isotherm Exclusive Cooling Technology 
Energy is a precious resource on board of any boat or yacht. Indel Webasto Marine continuously improves its energy management solutions to provide better efficiency and clever power savings to customers.
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 Drawer technology for best everyday use! 
Isotherm drawer fridges and freezers stand for great design and user-friendliness.
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 Who We Are 
Indel Webasto Marine, based in Sant'Agata Feltria in Italy, is the successful Joint Venture between the Italian refrigerator leader Indel B and the leading automotive supplier Webasto, based in Germany. 
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 High Marine Quality Standards 
Isotherm stands for high quality reliable products in the marine industry
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 Innovation as Company Philosophy 
A long history of careful research and development has established the background for successful innovations. Many of these innovations obtained patents and are internationally protected. Our products are exclusively produced using high quality components.
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 Service & Downloads 
Isotherm stands for high quality reliable products in the marine industry

 Learn more 
 Learn more 
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